Domaine Dupre Bourgogne Aligoté, 2014
Background
The family farm was created in the 1950′s and at the time it was more focused on mixed
farming, raising livestock, and working a few parcels of vines (approximately 3 hectares). By
the late 1980′s, it had gradually switched to viticulture. Jean-Christophe joined the
business in 1990, followed by Vincent in 1994. By then, the estate had grown to around a
dozen hectares. They subsequently gave up the livestock farming, took over several small
vineyards in the villages of Royer and Mancey, and the domaine expanded to the size it has
today, around 26 hectares. “I plant my vines according to the soil”, Jean Christophe likes to
say. The 10 hectares of Chardonnay ripen on the white marl of Mancey on a south/
southwest-facing slope. The Pinot Noir prefers the red earth of “Sous Borreau” on the
slope, east of Royer. The Gamay is mainly planted on the deep clay-limestone soil of the
Royer valley. The Domaine’s red wines show a beautiful complexity and a distinct character.
The low-yielding vines create wines “that must be left to come”, according to Hervé
Guichard, the cellar master. The Burgundy Chardonnays are robust and appetizing. The
Macon whites, produced in cooler soils, show a lovely freshness on the palate, along with
notes of citrus and white flowers on the bouquet. We don’t just pay lip service to
“Reasoned viticulture”, the weather station, which we have set up on the domaine, allows us
to determine the treatments required with greater precision and reduce these significantly.
Organic amendments are the only inputs we allow. Our objective is to continuously improve
our practices. The “Reasoned Agriculture” certification, obtained in 2008, ensures
traceability on all our parcels.
Tasting Notes
The colour is gold / light green. The nose offers aromas of exotic fruits (grapefruit,
lemon, mango). On the palate it is fresh and frisky while remaining round, lively and fruity.
Bourgogne Aligoté is usually used for an aperitif, or with cassis, and a meal with shellfish
and fish

Vintage: 2014
Winery: Domaine Dupre
Region: Bourgogne Aligoté AOC
Availability: Available Now in
Consignment
Case Quatity: 12 bottles per case
Bottle Size: 750 ml
Composition: Aligoté (100%)
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